DEVELOP STUDY DESIGNS FOR THE REAL WORLD

VIRTUAL SUMMER INSTITUTE 2022

Learn from the same world-renowned faculty that teach our PhD and Master’s students and choose from 10 different workshops that will give you a foundation in the emerging field of population health sciences, teach a variety of research methods, and provide you with real-world implementation skills.

WHEN
June 13 – June 24, 2022

WHERE
All workshops are held virtually

FOR
Students, trainees, & early to mid-career researchers and professionals who work in health care and health services research

WORKSHOPS

• Introduction to Population Health Sciences
• Dissemination, Implementation, & Improvement Science
• Introduction to Patient-Reported Outcome Measures
• Qualitative Study Design for Applications in Patient-Reported Outcome Measures
• Healthcare Delivery: New Models for Improving Care
• Employing Mixed Methods Approaches for Population Health Research

• Qualitative Study Design, Implementation, and Dissemination for Studies in Medicine & Population Health Sciences
• Applied Qualitative Thematic Analysis
• Engaged Research Approaches: Collaborating with Patients, Clinicians, & Communities
• From Stories to Evidence: Quantitative Patient-Preference Data for Health and Health Care Decision Making

PRICING

FACULTY/STAFF RATE PER WORKSHOP
Early Bird: $175
Regular: $200

STUDENT RATE PER WORKSHOP
Early Bird: $90
Regular: $100

Purchase 4+ workshops and receive 25% off! Early Bird Pricing ends January 31.

more information:
populationhealth.duke.edu/summer2022

contact: DPHSSummerInstitute@duke.edu